**Featured Media Hits**

**Washington Post - SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution**
http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/skytruth-the-environment-and-the-satellite-revolution/2013/07/31/3a1d181a-d52b-11e2-b05f-3ea3f0e7bb5a_story.html
Article featuring interview with SkyTruth and images by SkyTruth

**Print News/Web Sites**

**8/1/2013**

**Washington Post - SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution**
http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/skytruth-the-environment-and-the-satellite-revolution/2013/07/31/3a1d181a-d52b-11e2-b05f-3ea3f0e7bb5a_story.html
Article featuring interview with SkyTruth and images by SkyTruth

**Washington Post Video – The Fold – Watching Planet Earth from West Virginia**
Video interview and background on SkyTruth

**Seattle Times – SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution**
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

**Legal Pro News – SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution**
http://legalpronews.findlaw.com/article/00cE0Zh9IgeGG
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

**8/2/2013**

**Satellite Today - Nonprofit Hopes to Transform the Environmental Movement with Satellites**
Brief synopsis of SkyTruth’s work with a link to the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

**One News Page – SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution**
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth
8/3/2013
Environmental Health News – Up in the sky, it’s an environmental revolution
http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/
Links to Washington Post article on SkyTruth

RENewsDaily – SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution
Links to Washington Post article on SkyTruth

Cleveland Star - SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution
http://www.clevelandstar.com/index.php/sid/216218886/scat/9d3b36ac41649d93
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

Nigeria Sun - SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution
http://www.nigeriasun.com/index.php/sid/216218886/scat/9dd26ff7f3fbc0e
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

Malaysia Sun - SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution
http://www.malaysiasun.com/index.php/sid/216218886/scat/9dd26ff7f3fbc0e
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

8/4/2013
Louisiana Weekly – Lawsuit proceeds against Taylor Energy over a 9 year Gulf leak
http://signatureflip.com/lpc/weekly/Current.pub/index.html#11/z
Discusses SkyTruth’s following of Taylor’s reporting, features quote from David Manthos

EcoWatch - SkyTruth’s Satellite Surveillance Keeps Close Watch on Polluters
http://ecowatch.com/2013/skytruth-satellite-surveillance-polluters/
Links to Washington Post article and video

Charleston Daily Mail – W.Va. nonprofit is eye in the sky with satellite imagery
http://www.dailymail.com/News/201308040116
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

Fort Wayne Journal Gazette - SkyTruth keeps an eye on our environment
http://www.journalgazette.net/article/20130804/NEWS03/308049936/1006/NEWS
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

Muckrack – SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth
8/5/2013
The Bend Bulletin - SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution
http://www.bendbulletin.com/article/20130804/NEWS0107/130809991/
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

8/6/2013
The Japan Times – SkyTruth, the environment and the satellite revolution
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/life/2013/08/06/environment/skytruth-the-environment-and-the-satellite-revolution/#.UgEXupJJMvY
Repost of the Washington Post article on SkyTruth

WWNO – The University of New Orleans - Environmental Groups Seek Stronger Storm Guidelines For Oil And Gas Plants
Discusses SkyTruth and the GMC’s release of the report: Gulf Coast Coal and Petrochemical Facilities Still Not Storm Ready

Information Farm – SkyTruth | A Tiny Company Makes A Global Impact
http://informationfarm.blogspot.com/2013/08/skytruth.html
Blog reposting the Washington Post article and video on SkyTruth

Gulf Live – More than 12.9 million gallons of water pollution dumped into Gulf during Hurricane Isaac, report says
Discusses SkyTruth and the GMC’s release of the report: Gulf Coast Coal and Petrochemical Facilities Still Not Storm Ready

8/7/2013
The Advocate – Environmental groups look at pollution from refineries post-Hurricane Isaac
http://theadvocate.com/home/6658146-125/video-report-urges-better-industry
Article and video both discuss SkyTruth and the GMC’s release of the report: Gulf Coast Coal and Petrochemical Facilities Still Not Storm Ready

Nola Defender - SLICK DAY - New Report Details Flooding, Leaks at Gulf Coast Plants During Hurricane Isaac
http://www.noladefender.com/content/s23lick67-day
Discusses SkyTruth and the GMC’s release of the report: Gulf Coast Coal and Petrochemical Facilities Still Not Storm Ready

8/9/2013
Take Part – Satellites Gone Green: Polluters Tracked From 438 Miles Up
Discusses SkyTruth’s work and cites the Washington Post article. Also features image by SkyTruth

8/14/2013
Mapping for Justice - SkyTruth - using GIS mapping to Expose Environmental Abuse
http://mappingforjustice.blogspot.com/2013/08/skytruth-using-gis-mapping-to-expose.html
Blog that mentions SkyTruth’s website and the work we do

8/15/2013
Spill International – SkyTruth and Spill International Partnership
SkyTruth has been added to their website as a partner site

8/21/2013
Institute for Southern Studies - In oil-producing regions, even minor hurricanes cause major environmental damage
http://www.southernstudies.org/2013/08/in-oil-producing-regions-even-minor-hurricanes-cau.html
Discusses SkyTruth and the GMC’s release of the report: Gulf Coast Coal and Petrochemical Facilities Still Not Storm Ready and features image by SkyTruth

8/22/2013
Earthzine - SkyTruth Founder John Amos on Using Satellites to Expose Environmental Misdeeds
Features interview with John Amos

8/26/2013
Popular Science - Big Pic: Terrorism In Iraq, Visible From Space
Features image by SkyTruth and mentions SkyTruth’s press release to the media showing the photo

8/27/2013
Salon – Terrorism in Iraq, visible from space
http://www.salon.com/2013/08/26/terrorism_in_iraq_visible_from_space_newscred singleton/
Features image by SkyTruth and mentions SkyTruth’s press release to the media showing the photo

EcoWatch - SkyTruth Tracks Fracking From the Edge of Space
http://ecowatch.com/2013/skytruth-tracks-fracking-from-space/
Repost of SkyTruth’s blog post of 8/28

Nation of Change – SkyTruth Tracks Fracking From the Edge of Space
http://www.nationofchange.org/skytruth-tracks-fracking-edge-space-1377703479
Repost of SkyTruth’s blog post of 8/28
8/29/2013
Motherboard – This Spy Balloon Will Soon Float Over the Fracking Fields of North Dakota
http://motherboard.vice.com/blog/skytruth-is-going-to-float-a-spy-balloon-over-the-fracklands-of-north-dakota
Features interview with SkyTruth about our Indiegogo project, Skytruthing the Bakken

TecheToday - Waterkeepers' Air War
Discusses the GMC and SkyTruth’s part in the Consortium

Iraq Oil Report - Tigris towns shut off water to avoid oil contamination
Features image by SkyTruth